Kary Mullis, the Inventor of the PCR Test,
Explains Why Its Results Are Meaningless
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Dr. Tom Cowan says that the PCR test is meaningless because it has never been standardized
and compared to an isolated virus. He says that the package insert for the PCR test by Roche
states, “This test is not to be used for diagnostic purposes.” Kary Mullis, the inventor of the
PCR test who was awarded a Nobel Chemistry Prize, said that by using certain protocols for
the PCR test, scientists can come up with results they want — he stated, “…with PCR, if you do
it well, you can find almost anything in anybody.” 97% of Positive results are false Positive
results.
Antibody or Antigen test are accurate and the correct tests to use.

www.makingsenseofcovid.com
To stop COVID-19. Either not get it or a less severe case, our doctors say to take Vitamin A, C
D and E. Also Zinc with copper and tonic water. Tonic water has quinine, which is the active
ingredient in HCQ.
HCQ is effective for COVID-19 when used early: meta analysis of 190 studies
WHO Chief Scientist: No Evidence COVID Vaccine Prevents Transmission
Short video: Urgent Information on the CV19 Vaccine – Dr Carrie Madej

The vaccines are stick proteins (gene therapy and wont prevent anyone from getting
COVID! https://atlantabusinessjournal.com/covid-19-vaccines-are-gene-therapy/

NIH says zinc works! https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4182877/
Masks and social distancing are lies!
Most people who contracted COVID wore masks. See the bottom of the table at the top of page 1261!
This Doctor reveals the real drive for COVID-19 vaccine!. The Moderna vaccine is garbage. No
vaccine needed or wanted. https://www.brighteon.com/dd756d8d-e3b6-4f0b-8e85-4f29679f6156
The CDC broke federal law when they threw of the pandemic book they used for 17 years and had
staff make the wrong rules we are under. 94% of COVID labeled deaths are not due to COVID-19.
Our 4th manuscript published. https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff9fe2d3ad957f.filesusr.com/ugd/adf864_411c766e79174b17b8911fcae08722b1.pdf
Grand Jury Request. We sent the printed manuscript and this request to 240 attorney generals and
staff on 10/16/2020. They will arrive by Tuesday 10/20/2020

Children pose zero risk to spread COVID-19. https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/pupils-poseno-risk-of-spreading-covid-27q6zfd9l

COVID-19 molecule is 0.12 microns. No mask will keep you from it!

COVID-19 is not airborne transmitted! 5 proofs.

